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In this paper we are concerned with the study of the existence of solutions of a 
nonlinear parabolic system with density-dependent diffusion, subject to 
homogeneous third-type boundary conditions. A comparison result is shown that 
allows the study of the asymptotic behavior of the solutions via the same methods 
used for systems with classical diffusion. Finally an application of the results to an 
epidemic system is presented. Sufficient conditions are given for the positivity of the 
solution of this system. ( 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
During the last three decades degenerate nonlinear diffusion problems 
have been the subject of intensive studies. They have many interesting 
properties which are not properties of the parabolic equations themselves. 
The nonexistence of classical solutions, the finite speed of propagation of 
perturbations, and the absence of a strong maximum principle for 
homogeneous equations, are examples. Usually initial or initial-boundary 
value problems with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions have 
been considered. 
In this paper we shall mainly restrict our attention to a system of 
equations of the type 
ui, = d, d(bi(Ui) + Fj(z4) in Q x (0, + co). 
ui(x, 0) = up(x) in Q, g (ui) + CX~CJS~(U~) =0 
(P) 
in&2x(O, +co), 
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i = 1,2, in a bounded domain 52 of R”, with boundary X?; 4i(~) will be 
considered of the type u”; di>,O. Since d:(O) = 0 the equations are not 
uniformly parabolic and fall outside the scope of classical theory. 
We are concerned with the existence and the asymptotic behavior of the 
solutions of (P). 
The first problem is how to attack the question of existence. We shall 
follow the definition given in 3, 17, 191, which requires the existence of 
Vdj(uj) in L2. We shall define the solution of (P) as a limit, in some sense, 
of a sequence of solutions of approximating problems of (P). 
The proof for the existence is analogous to that given in 141, in which a 
difficulty arises due to the nonlinear part. 
We consider another problem that is related to the boundary condition 
that cannot be, either in the classical sense or in the sense of traces. 
In Section 4 a comparison result is proved from which uniqueness and 
nonnegativity of the solution follow. In Section 4 a result analogous to that 
in [21] is given regarding the existence and stability of equilibrium 
solutions of (P) by means of subsolutions and supersolutions of (P). 
In Section 5, attention is devoted to a model consisting of a degenerate 
parabolic and an ordinary nonlinear differential equation. In the case of 
linear diffusion, we observe that, due to the infinite speed of propagation of 
a perturbation, a solution that, at t =0 is nonzero in Q, spreads and 
immediately becomes strictly positive in R. 
In the case of nonlinear diffusion this is not true, in general. In the case 
of porous media equations, certain initial distributions remain localized at 
any positive time 11; moreover, in the case of “fast diffusion” 7, 81, 
d,(u) = Urn, 0 < m < 1 the solution may become zero in a finite time even if 
at t = 0 it was nonzero. 
Sufficient conditions are stated such that in a finite time a solution with 
nonzero initial data becomes strictly positive. 
The asymptotic behavior of the solutions is also studied, by 
monotonicity methods analogous to those used in 51. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
The aim of this paper is to study the following system 
2 (~2 t) = di ~@,(u,(x, t) +.f,(ul(x> t)v U,(X, t)), (~3 t) E Q X (0, + a) (2.1) 
with initial conditions 
u;(x, 0) = uy (x) 3 0 XEQ (2.la) 
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subject to the following boundary conditions 
y (x, t) + a,(x) $hi(U,)(X, t) = 0, (x, t)EaQx(o, +m), i= 1,2. 
(2.lb) 
Here Au = I;!=, a2u/axf, x = (x,, x2, . . . . x,,), s2 denotes an open bounded 
subset of KY’, n 3 1, whose boundary 852 is sufftciently regular, d/av denotes 
the outward normal derivative on X?. The functions 1+5, are s.t. 
$,(O)=f&(O)=O, qSi(s), c):(s), d;‘(s) >O, for s>O. i= 1,2 (e.g., f$(u)=zP 
with m > 1 ), d, are nonnegative constants, i = 1, 2. 
Furthermore we assume that the functions f, are smooth functions on 
R, x R, such that 
(a) .fj(O, 0) = 0 
(b) ,f, are monotone nondecreasing in u,, i #j 
(~1 V5=(t,,t2), 5,~0,35*~(~:,5:)s.t.5i~5*and~fi(5:,~2*)~0, 
i,j= 1, 2. 
a,( ), i = 1,2, are sufficiently smooth nonnegative functions. 
Less restrictive hypotheses on A., that require suitable assumptions on 
the relative growth off, with respect to the diffusion part, can be made as 
in [ 143. For c(, = 0, in (2.1 b) we have the case of homogeneous Neumann 
boundary conditions. 
If in (2.1) for some i = 1, 2, dj = 0, the corresponding boundary condition 
is not included. 
In the following we shall denote C;= 1 &;/ax; by Vu, a, 52 x (0, T) by & 
and sZx(0, +co) by Q. 
We will prove that problem (2.1))(2.1 b) has a solution defined in some 
generalized sense if u~EL~(Q); hence we will proceed to establish 
comparison results; and finally the asymptotic behavior of solutions of a 
system of the type (2.1)-(2.lb). It is well known that a problem of 
type (2.1))(2.1 b) usually admits solutions only in some generalized sense. 
Following, e.g., [3, 141, we introduce the notion of a weak-solution. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We say that U(X, t) = (u,(x, t), uZ(x, t)) defined in Q is 
a weak-solution of problem (2.1))(2.1 b) if for any T> 0, 
(i) u,EL~(c&), V#;(u,) exists in the sense of distributions in QT if 
d,>O and 
J ((di(~i))~ + OVibi))‘) dx df < + cc Qr 
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(ii) (u,, u2) satisfies the following identities 
j dj aj(X) 4jf”iCx, f)) $ifx, t ,  dx Oft 
R 
u;(X T) $j(X, T, dx + jr j 
0 dR 
+ jQT d; Vdi(Ui) Vlc/; & dt = S, up(X) Ic/i(X, 0) dx 
+ j~;(~i~;r+~(U,,~~)~i)dxdt 
for any function tj, E C’(Q,), i = 1,2. 
In the same way we may define a weak-subsolution ~(x, t) = 
(g,(x, t), u,(x, t)) (resp. a weak-supersolution ii(x, t) = (Ur(x, t), r&(x, t))) of 
problem (2.1))(2.lb) if (i)-(ii) are satisfied with < (resp. 2 ) instead of =, 
t/f,>0 in (ii), i= 1,2. 
In the sequel we use the abbreviated form “solution.” 
3. EXISTENCE 
We start with the regularization of problem (2.1)-(2. lb). Let, for any 
E > 0, 4;, smooth function such that d,(O) = 0 &.(s) >, C(E) > 0 and diE + di, 
&, + 41. for E + 0 uniformly on compact subsets of (0, + oo), i = 1, 2. 
Furthermore let UT, be a smooth function in Q such that 0 < UP, < I[U~ I/ oo, 
(a/&) d,(u”,) + ai d,(uP,) = 0 and lim, II@‘- 1.4: I/L~coj = 0, i = 1,2; for an 
outline of a possible construction see, e.g., [4]. 
Hence we consider for any E > 0 the following approximating problem 
Uic,=di d4je(uic) +fi(~l, ~2) inQx(0, +co) (3.1) 
with initial conditions 
24,(x, 0) = up,(x) in Sz (3.la) 
and boundary conditions 
ahhE) 
_ + a4,(Uiz) = 0 av 
inQx(0, +co),i=1,2. (3.lb) 
These are quasilinear nondegenerate parabolic systems; the theory of such 
systems states classical solvability [see, e.g., 13, 161. 
LEMMA 3.1. The problem (3.1)-(3.lb) has a unique solution pL, = 
(U ,e, uzc) E C’,‘(Q) x C’-‘(Q) such that 
OQu,,dC in Q, (3.2) 
where C is a constant independent of E, i = 1, 2. 
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Proof: We first note that zero is a solution of problem (3.1)(3.lb), 
consequently by classical comparison results, see [22], we have u,,> 0 
since u~Z0, i= 1,2. 
On the other hand, if (t:, 5:) is such that II$‘lI o. < 5: and fi(5f, 5;) GO, 
i= 1, 2 (such choice is possible due to the hypothesis (c) on J,, i= 1, 2), we 
have U,Q [T by comparison results. Hence if we set C= max{tT, t;:} the 
upper bound for uir: follows. 
In the following we give further a priori estimates for U, = (u,~, uZE). The 
following lemmas can be proved by the same arguments used in [14], but 
is it worthwhile to provide some details of the proofs which are specific for 
the case considered here. In the sequel we denote simply by C, a constant 
independent of E. 
LEMMA 3.2. If di > 0, for any T> 0, E > 0, 
II4,,(u,,:)II LZ(O. T: H’(n)) < c i= 1, 2. (3.3) 
ProoJ We multiply the equations in (3.1) by dle(ui,) and integrate by 
parts over .Q x (0, T). Hence if we set @Js) = j; 4,,(r) dt, we have 
1 @ie(u;z)(xt T) dx- S @;CUZ:)(X) dx + J dO’4,(uic))2 dx dt R R QT 
Now if we take into account the assumptions on u,,:, the (3.2) of 
Lemma 3.1, and the boundary conditions (3.lb), we obtain 
5 CV&,,N2 dx dt < C. QT 
from which (3.3) follows. 
LEMMA 3.3. If di > 0, for any T > 0, T > 0 
Ilv4i~(u~6)ll LZ(r, T; LQ2)) < c (3.4) 
and 
lI~i~(~ic)MLqT, T: L+2)) < c i= 1, 2. (3.5) 
Proof To obtain (3.4) we proceed by multiplying the equations in (3.1) 
by s(~~~(u~J)~ and by integrating by parts over Q x (0, t), I < T, we have 
f S4iz(~z,)((uic).t)2 dx ds +’ I sd;((Vd;x(~ic))2).~ dx ds Qt 2 QI 
(3.6) 
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So if we set I&( . ) = -crdjE( . ) &&( . ) in (3.6), 
apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have 
integrate by parts, and 
Hence since 
by taking into account (3.2) we have 
; j (Vd,,:(u,J(x> t))’ dx d h(t) 52 
with h(r) an increasing function of t independent of E. Thus (3.4) follows. 
As far as (3.5) is concerned if we multiply by (#ic(~,)), the equations in 
(3.1) and integrate by parts over 52 x (r, t), r > 0 we have 
= j’ j .f,(u,,, zd(4,,:(~;,:))., dx ds + j’ j 
* R I <‘a d,y (d,Ad)s dx ds. 
From which, as for (3.7) 
jx’ jQ &(~;A(~J.J* dx ds +; jQ (Vd,,(uiJ)*(x, t) d-x 
Hence since 
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from (3.2)-( 3.4) 
(3.8) 
From (3.8) if we take into account that 
(3.5) follows. 
We observe that if USE L”(Q) n H’(O) than E = 0 is allowed in 
(3.4))( 3.5). 
At this point we can establish the existence of a subfamily converging to 
the desired solution. 
THEOREM 3.4. [f up E L”(a), a solution u = (u, , u2) qf pro&m 
(2.1))(2.1 b) exists. Furthermore {f d, > 0, 
d,(u,) E L”(L T; ff’(fJ)), (d,(Ui)), EL*(T, T; L’(Q)) 
fbr every t>O and M’ith z=O ifu~EL”(SZ)nH’(!S), i-1,2. 
We may generalize the results obtained in [ 10, 11,201 to our problem as 
follows 
THEOREM 3.5. Zf USE C(Q), i= 1, 2, a solution u = (ul, u2) of 
problem (2.1)-( 2.1 b) exists which is continuous over Q T, ,for every T > 0. 
ProoJ We still denote by 4Juli,) a subfamily converging to dj(u,), 
i = 1, 2, where u = (u, , u2) is the weak solution given in Theorem 3.4 of 
problem (2.1)-(2.lb). 
Since $,,(uJ can be shown to be equicontinuous in &, for every T > 0, 
we have that there exists U* = (UT, u$), u,* E C(eT), i= 1, 2 and a sub- 
family that we still denote by ~rc(~,,:), s.t. $jc(~,,) -+ d;(u*), uniformly in QT, 
i= 1, 2. From this the theorem follows. 
4. COMPARISON RESULTS 
We shall prove now a comparison result from which the uniqueness and 
nonnegativity of the solution of problem (2.1)-(2.1 b) will obviously follow. 
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Let _u = (_u,, _uz) and U = (ti,, z&) be a subsolution and a supersolution 
respectively of problem (2.1))( 2.1 b). Define 
(4.1) 
10 otherwise, i= 1, 2. 
Let (kJpN be, such that, l/p6qiP, vi, will be uniformly bounded in 
norm L”(Q,) and lim,ll(?,-~i)i~llL2(Qr)=OI i= 1, 2 (see PII. 
Consider the following adjoint boundary value problem for any p > 1, 
1”; > 0, 
tit, + rip A tii= li $i in 52 x (0, T) (4.2) 
~+a;$;=0 in %2x (0, T) (4.2b) 
$;(x, T) = xi in 52, i= 1, 2. (4.2T) 
This problem has a unique solution $iP which is smooth in Q,, p 2 1, for 
anysmoothXi,0gX,d1,i=1,2,p>1. 
By the same arguments as in [2] one can show 
i vl,p(A~ip)* dx dt d C, PI 
(4.3) 
and 
0 6 l+bip 6 c, e”” - r), with Ci positive constants, i= 1, 2, 3. (4.5) 
$i,, will be a useful test function to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let _u = (g,, _u2) and t7 = (U,, U2) be a subsolution and a 
supersolution respectively of problem (2.1)-(2.lb), with initial data L”(R), 
such that 
Then 
~p(x)=_u,(x,o),<ui(x,o)=u~(x), a.e. in f2. (4.6) 
_ui(X, t) d Ui(X, 2) a.e.inQ,foranyt>O,i=1,2. (4.7) 
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Proof: We choose as test function in (ii), ll/; = rjc, i= 1,2, solution of 
(4.2)-(4.2T) with Xi = sign(_u,( 7’) - tli( T)) + and q + = max(O, q). We have 
s (@AX, T) - Ui(X, T)) + dx R 
Since all/,/& + cli $jP = 0, by choosing ;1 in suitable way we can proceed 
as in [14] to prove the theorem. 
We observe that if _u and ii of Theorem 4.1 are continuous functions the 
inequalities (4.7) are true in Q for any t > 0. 
In the sequel, for any u’EI.“(Q) x L”(Q) we denote by u(t; u”)= 
(u,(t; u’), u,(t; u’)) the unique solution of problem (2.1 t(2.lb) with initial 
data ~4’. 
Now we consider the boundary value problem associated with 
(2.1)-(2.lb) 
( didqSi(u;)(x)+,fi(u,, z+)(x)=O, LEO, i= 1, 2 (4.9) 
a4,w 7 tx) + cci(x) di("i)(x) = O, xEaf2, i= 1,2. (4.9b) 
We say that u = (u,, U*)E L”(Q) x L”(Q) is a weak-solution of 
(4.9)-(4.9b) if 
(iii) Jn ((4;(ui))’ dx + (Vd,(ui))‘) dx < + 00, for dj> 0 
(iv) S,d;V~i(ui)Vll/idx+S,~,a~i(ui) $idx=j,Lfi(u~, ~2)I//idx for 
any eiE C’(Q), i= 1,2. 
A weak-subsolution (resp. a weak-supersolution) is defined by sub- 
stituting the equality with < (resp. 3 ) in (iv) (we need to require that 
l+b,>o, i= 1,2). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let _u” = (_uy, _ut) E L”(Q) x L”(Q), _up 3 0 be a sub- 
solution (resp. U” = (tiy, 22:) EL”(Q) x L”(Q), ii: 2 0, a supersolution) of 
problem (4.9)-(4.9b)); then the corresponding solution u(t; _u”) (resp. 
u( (t; ii”)) is nondecreasing (resp. nonincreasing) with respect to t, a.e. in Q. 
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Furthermore lim, _ v3 u,(t; _u”) = ,ui (req. lim, _ m ui( t; U”) = ii;), i = 1, 2, with 
u = (_ul, u2) (resp. ii = (ii,, ii?)) solution of (4.9)-(4.9b). 
Proof: If _u” is a subsolution, by Theorem 4.1 we have u,(s; _u”) > $’ for 
any s > 0, i = 1, 2. Hence ui( t; U(S; go)) > ui( t; _u”) and by the uniqueness of 
the solution ui( t + S; _u”) = ui( t; u(s; go)) and so ui( t + S; u”) 3 ui( t; _u”), for 
any t,s>O, i= 1,2. Let now 
lim u,( t; _u”) = ,ui in Lp(Q) 
t-x 
for any p > 1, if n > 1; otherwise in C(Q) if n = 1. It is sufficient that 
,u = (ui, u2) verifies (iii)-(iv). We set u = u( t; _u”) for simplicity. 
If in (k) we choose Il/Jx, t) = $;(x) and multiply by l/T 
I R 
u,(T)Tui(o)~,dx+~j7’j d,Vq5;(u;)Vl+b;dxdt 
0 n 
++,&j d,a9,(u,)ILj~Xdr=~~~~I fi(U)$jdXdty i = 1, 2. (4.10) 
?7R D 
For T -+ a3 we have 
= 1 dj di(_Ui) dlc/i dx + jQf&) +i dX, i= 1, 2. 
R 
The theorem follows from the regularity of _u [9]. We can proceed along 
the same lines if U” is an upper solution. 
We wish to point out that the proof of Theorem 4.2 is analogous to that 
of Theorem 3.6 in [21], see also [ 151. 
Remark 4.3. If _u” = (@, @), U” = (tiy, Gi) are a subsolution and a super- 
solution, respectively, with _up d fip then the solutions g = (_u,, _uz) and 
ii = (iii, ~7~) of Theorem 4.2 are such that $ < ii:, i= 1,2; and for any u” 
such that &‘<up<ii~ we have #<u,(t,g”)<ui(t, u”)<ui(t, ii”)dUp. 
At this point it is clear that the results in this section will be of great 
importance in investigating the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of 
problem (2.1)-(2.1 b) and the stability properties of stationary solutions. 
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5. A CLASS OF DEGENERATE DIFFUSION SYSTEMS 
In this section, as announced in the Introduction, we will study the 
following model based on a two-dimensional differential system: 
2(x, t)=dhy(x, t)--a,,u,(x, t)+a,,u,(x, t) 
2 (x, f) =g(u,(x, f)) - %*U*(X, t) 
(5.1) 
(x, t) E 52 x (0, + co) with initial conditions 
u;(x, 0) = UP(X) XESZ (5la) 
and boundary condition 
z (x, t) + crzq’(x, t) = 0, (x, t) E a2 x (0, + co). (5.lb) 
This model with m = 1 was proposed to describe the evolution of the 
bacteria population (u,) in sea waters and the evolution of the human 
infective population (~4~) in an urban community in [S]. 
Now we will study the case m > 1 (slow diffusion) to simulate the finite 
speed of propagation of any perturbation which arises in a bounded proper 
subset of Q. The asymptotic behavior of solutions of system (5.1)-( 5.1 b) in 
the case of homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions has been studied 
in [6]. 
Wesupposethat in (5.1))(5.lb)SZciR”, n=l,2,3, d,all,a,,,u,,,andcr 
are positive real constants and that g: IF!, -+ R, is a suffkiently smooth 
function satisfying the following assumptions: 
(a) g(O)=0 
(b) g is an increasing, concave function 
(cl lb, +73 (&)/z) <~,,%l~n. 
Due to the previous sections, for any UP E C(d), ~4: > 0, a unique non- 
negative continuous solution exists for problem (5.1)-( 5.1 b). 
5.1. Positivity Properties 
We investigate under which conditions a solution of (5.1)-(5.lb) 
becomes strictly positive when the initial data are nonnegative, and not 
identically equal to zero. 
In the following proposition we shall suppose for simplicity that n = 1. 
Actually the case n > 1 presents many technical difficulties which may 
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obscure the arguments of the proof. For the porous media equation the 
case n > 1 has been studied in detail in [3]. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let (u,, u2) he a weak-solution of (2.1)-(2.lb) with initial 
data u”=(u~,u$ up>O, @EC(~), if uy(x)>p>O for jx-xoI<h, p, 
6 > 0, x0 E Q, and max,, dR d(-u,, x) < G(p, 6, a,, ), where G is an increasing 
function of p, 6 and a decreasing function of a,, (whose form will be clear in 
(5.5)), or if u:(xo) # 0, x0 E Q, then a T* exists such that 
u,(x, t) > 0 (x, t)EQx (T*, +a), i= 1, 2. (5.1) 
Proof: Suppose u~(x)~~>O for Ix-x,I<6 and u:(x)=0 for 
Ix-xoI >6, XEQ. If we set z=(l/(m- l))(l -eP(mP1)ull’) and v,(x, r)= 
e U%,(x, t) (see [3]), we have that 
( 1 vlr b A$” inQx “(m-1)0,, > 
au; 
r?v+avp=O (5.2a) 
v~(x,O)=u~(x) in Q. (5.2b) 
We will construct a solution of equation U, = Au” that becomes positive 
after some time and is comparable with u,. 
Consider the function (source type, see [ 121) 
M’(x, T) = ‘4”(“‘- ‘)(T + &)- ll(m + 1 ‘{h _ (x _ xo)2(z + E) - I/cm + 1 J > :/‘” - I) 
with q + = max(O, u), A = (m - 1)/2m(m + 1) and E and h positive 
parameters to choose in a suitable way. 
If we choose them such that 
(Ah)‘/‘“- 1) <pLEI/(m+ I), hEl/(m+ 1) 6 62 (5.3) 
then w(x, 0) < u’(x), x E Q. Thus if 
( 1 > 
Il(m + 1) 
.~~~lx-xo12~h (m-l)a,,+c ’ (5.4) 
we have w(x, T*) > 0, x E Q, r* < l/(m - 1) a,, . A sufficient condition for 
(5.3)-( 5.4) is 
1 1 
Mm + 1)
rcaf2 (m- l)a,, +d2(m+1) 
= G(P, 6, all). (5.5) 
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Therefore by the comparison results given in Section 4, u,(x, T*) > 0, 
XE Q, which means that a T* exists such that u,(x, T*) >O, XE Q, and 
hence u,(x, t) > 0, (x, t) E 52 x (T*, + co). On the other hand, due to the 
second of (ii) we have u,(x, t) > 0, (x, t) ESZ x (T*, + co). If now 
u;(x)d$>O for Ix-x,,) ~6’ and u!(x)=0 for Ix-x,,I ~8, XEQ, by to 
the second of (ii) we have u,(x, t) > 0 for Ix-x,, 1 < 6’ and t > 0 and so U, 
cannot be equal to zero for Ix -x,, ( < 8, t > 0. 
Thus we have also in this case that a T* > 0 exists such that 26,(x, t) > 0, 
(x,t)~fJx(T*, +co)andhenceu,(x,t)>Oforany(x,t)EQx(T*, +co). 
Observe that if max \-tn Ix - x,, I 2 = 6 then (5.5) is obviously verified for 
any T* > 0. 
On the other hand, if the support of the initial source MY is small com- 
pared with the size of the whole domain Q and if it is close to the boun- 
dary, in order that a T* > 0 exists such that u,(x, t) > 0 in Sz x (T*, + oo), 
it is needed that the decay coeflicient a,, is correspondingly small. 
Obviously if at t =0 there are n + 1 initial sources in xi, 
a<x,<x,< . ..x.,<b and u~(x)>~~ for Ix-xOI <6;, pi, 6; positive 
constants, i= 0, 1, . ..n. it is sufficient that d, < G(p;, 6,, a,,) (as in (5.5)) 
with d,= max( (xi+ I -6,+1)-(xj+6i), (x,-S,)-(xi~,+diP,)), i=1,2 ,..., 
n- 1, d, = max(x, - a, (x, - 6,) - (x0 + 6,)) and d,, = max(b - x0, 
(x,t--~)-(x,,~,+6,,-,)). 
It is cl?& from the proof of the Theorem 5.1 that, because of the finite 
speed of the spread of the support of u”, neither Neumann boundary 
conditions nor mixed boundary conditions anticipate the time at which 
u(x, t) becomes positive with respect to Dirichlet homogeneous boundary 
conditions. 
Now if u” = (~7, ut) # (0,O) in (5.1 b) and is such that a T* exists at 
which u = (u, , 1~~) becomes strictly positive, then ui > 0 in Q x (T*, + CYJ), 
hence u results as a classical solution of problem (5.1)-(5.lb) in 
Q x (T*, + co) and hence strictly positive in !2 x (T*, + CD). 
5.2. Asymptotic Behavior: Stabilization to Equilibrium 
Now we shall study the asymptotic behavior of solutions which even- 
tually become strictly positive. 
At this point we consider the elliptic system associated with (5.1)(5.lb) 
ddu;‘-u,,u, +a,,~,=0 in Q 
Au,) - a22u2 = 0 in L2 
(5.6) 
with boundary condition 
&.f~ 
nY+ctuy=O in asz. (5.6b) 
Jo9!127!2-I I 
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We observe that (5.6)-(5.6b) is equivalent to 
ddv, -a,,v~‘“+a,,v,=O in Q 
g(vt/“) -a22v2 = 0 in Q 
(5.7) 
$+q =o in a52. 
In the sequel we denote by i, the first eigenvalue and by @, the 
corresponding eigenfunction of the boundary value problem 
A@, + l/D, = 0 in Q with (a@,/&) + IX @, = 0 on XJ 
with c1 as in (5.lb). Note that @, can be chosen to be greater than zero in 
0 (see, e.g., [18]). 
Now we can prove 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose for that for some E > 0 
8, = 
a12g(@Ye- ’ 
(& (We- ‘a,, +&d) a,, 
> 1 
(5.8) 
then a positive equilibrium solution qf’ (5.1)-(5.1 b) exists which is globally 
asymptotically stable in 
Prooj: Due to (5.8) the following eigenvalue problem 
dA@, _ E(l/rir) 1 a,,Ql +a,,@,=kD, in Q 
g(c’!“) E I@, - a,, az = A@, in 52. 
(5.9) 
aq/av+aq =o in a52 (5.9b) 
admits an eigenvalue 1, > 0. Let @= (a,,@,)= (~,a~, CJ?@=) be the 
associated eigenfunction, such that 8 d @; d 1 in Q, i = 1, 2. Then for any 
PE (0, E), p@ = (pQ1, pQ2) is a subsolution of system (5.7)-(5.7b) and 
hence ((P@,)“~, p&) is a subsolution of (5.6)-(5.6b). 
On the other hand, if < = (5, t2) IS such that -a,, [,+a,,(,<O, 
g( <, ) - az2 ?J2 < 0, 5 = ( tI, t2) is a supersolution. 
By Remark 4.3 and due to uniqueness of a positive solution of 
(5.7)-(5.7b) the theorem follows. 
The threshold condition in Theorem 5.2 is analogous to the 
corresponding one in [S]. 
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